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CUYAHOGA WEAVERS GUILD
President’s Letter
Hello to all my dear friends in CWG,
I hope all of you are doing well! But we are not out of danger yet and it seems to be
getting worse. I admire all of the wonderful weaving work that you have shared with us
on Zoom and please bring any new things to the Sept. meeting. Our September 9
meeting will be at Osborne Park again. Please ask the heavens for good weather. B.Y.O.
lunch ands drinks and no, we will not be having the Winter Holiday Potluck there! Be
prepared to take last minute notes on working at the sale. I
am so grateful for all the members who have been working Wednesdays at Victoria’s
Sale Prep. parties!!! I must admit I cried looking at all the yarn that was dumped
because of bugs and mice droppings. It is a very real reminder about taking care of our
stash. In September, we will have some important decisions to make, so try to be
there.
See you soon,
Bobbie

Membership Welcome to New Member
New Member Martha
Please welcome our newest member Martha Stan. She came to us through Jean Jackson. She’s
shiny new. She’s also creative, curious, enthusiastic and intelligent and I have little doubt after
meeting her that she’ll be confidently shuttle throwing in no time. She plans to weave things using
fiber from her herd of cashmere goats which currently includes the baby boys Lefty and Poncho
and will grow with the addition of 3 little unnamed girl goats by the time you read this. The girls
had to get weaned first. Martha will have 5 baby cashmere goats to start her flock. Our newest
member is a baby goat herder.
We will work towards a future
field trip, but till then, can we all
collectively just say it? Awwww
cute!

FYI our new member is not in this photo, and Lefty’s on the right.
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September-December, 2021 Programs

The Guild programs are currently being planned for in person gatherings and as the
weather becomes cooler, inside meeting. Please bring your own masks and follow
precautions as you feel necessary. If our Libraries have to close down, we will meet via
Zoom.
September 9, 2021
11:30 am Gathering at the Pavilion in
Osborne Park
38575 Lakeshore Blvd.
Willoughby, OH 44094
This is the charming pavilion where we last met in June. Bring your brown bag lunch, a
beverage and anything you have to Show and Tell. We do have some business to attend to
regarding the sale at the end of September and a proposal for and vote on a new treasurer
for the guild as well as confirmation of our meeting space.
September 24, 25 & 26, 2021
9:00 am-4:00 pm. Friday, Saturday & Sunday
The Big sale at Jean Jackson’s old home 2980 Washington Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
Details and work assignments coming soon.
October 7, 2021
10:00 am Study Group
Meet at Patty’s
We will confirm our topic for Study Group for 2021-2022. We discussed in a Zoom
meeting last spring to take inspiration from our own Cleveland Museum of Art and interpret it
into a weaving project. There would be a lot of freedom in structure, yarn and item woven.
We also want to discuss our meeting place or places.
October 21, 2021
10:00 am meet at the lobby of the Art Museum for a docent led tour of the Mola
Textiles on display. Our own Laura Martin has generously agreed to be our docent.

November 4. 2021
10:00 am Study Group
November 18, 2021
11:30 am Guild meeting
Beachwood Cuyahoga County Library
25501 Shaker Blvd
Beachwood OH 44122
The program will be on Tapestry.
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December 2, 2021
10:00 am Study Group
December 16, 2021
11:30 am Holiday Pot Luck
With any Luck, we will have a Holiday gathering at Jessie’s lovely home for our
Pot Luck. If your last name begins with A-M, please bring a main dish or salad. If your
name begins with N-Z, please bring a side dish or dessert. We will have a Show & Tell of
your projects after we have our meal. And, much gratitude to Jessie for agreeing so
amiably to be our hostess.

$$ Paying Dues $$
Yes, dues will be collected for the 2021-2022 year.
Find the membership and dues form at the newsletter’s end. Checks made to Cuyahoga
Weavers Guild should be sent to Patty. Better yet, bring your dues to the next meeting
or study group.

STUDY GROUP
Patty Hridel

STUDY GROUP, GROUP STUDY---MOTHER MAY I?
It was during a Spring Zoom encounter someone asked Ele Richardson, “Do I see your
loom back there, Ele?”
And cheerily she answered, “Yes it is and I want to show you what I have been
weaving.” With her usual informative poise, she showed a self-portrait that she admitted
looked a bit to her like Whistler’s Mother.
The conversation rolled around, but returned to Ele’s comment as we were discussing
what we would choose as a topic for Study Group this 2021 fall. We came to art, the Art
Museum and how that fabulous place will be opening back to us. So, why not take
inspiration for our next Group Study from the Cleveland Museum of Art.
Here is the proposal for Study Group, 2021-2022.
Let’s meet at Patty’s house for the October meeting to discuss our topic. Do we
want to each weaver take a piece at the museum to have as a focus for inspiration or do
we want to collectively choose one art piece and interpret it individually? We can use
any favorite or new structure, yarn or item to weave—very open here.
We can come to a consensus at this meeting and being as our next Guild meeting
(October 21, 2021) will be at the Museum, we can finalize the Inspiration at that time. I
am in favor of choosing something from our Cleveland Museum of Art as opposed to a
favorite work of a favorite artist in, say, The Hermitage Museum in Russia!
I will welcome everyone on October 7, 2021, 10:00 am. For Study Group.

Mother May I?
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CWG Yarn and Equipment Sale
Join us the last full weekend of September in beautiful Cleveland Heights Ohio for the
2021 Cuyahoga Weavers Guild
“Dead Weavers Sale”
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
September 23rd, 24th and 25th
9am to 4pm
No early birds please.
Driveway for loading and unloading only!
2980 Washington Blvd. 44118
This is our last sale from this location
Combining the curiosity of 7 fiber working women, this is the last stash of weavers
that the craft has lost. It will be an epic sale of the century. We have looms, spinning
wheels, tools and equipment, yarn, books and magazines concerning weaving,
spinning, knitting and crochet, needlework and quilting, leather, lace and felting. These
artistic souls studied all forms and facets of fiber, and what they left behind needs new
hands and new homes. Prices are so low, it’ll definitely be worth the drive from
anywhere.

I’m sorry for your loss
Victoria Johnson-Parratt

On Tuesday, June 15, 2021, Jean Jackson took her last breath of Earth air, left us all
behind and went off to experience her next adventure.
While she was here with us, we received decades of Jean’s knowledge, wisdom, humor,
curiosity, truthful opinion, support and encouragement. Threads of her will carry on. Her
courage, confidence, faith. Her sense of equity. Her calm resolve working through chaos.
She shared those gifts with us all. Her web touched us all. We keep what she gave us,
and carry it with us as we keep going on like she always did and expects us to do.
The entire path of my life changed the day she invited me to a guild meeting, and has
been endlessly enriched by the experiences I never would have had on any other road.
She was the wellspring of all my true adventures for over 20 years. I was blessed to
know her and call her my true friend. She became my inspiration and my chief enabler.
Always honest but kind. An enthusiastic supporter. A fair critic. She never pushed or
picked on my cowardice, but was always there for support with a loving hug when
needed. She waited patiently for my courage to develop and cheered any of my
accomplishments. I could always call her to vent through frustrations, and she was the
first phone call I made with any fun what if’s or why nots.
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I am sad about things I can no longer share with her. That phone line has been
disconnected, but I know I can never lose what I already received. The people I really
feel sorry for in her passing are the ones who didn’t get the chance to connect and get
to know her. They missed an incredible opportunity. I feel sorry for their loss.

SHED RECKONING
Victoria Johnson-Parratt
At our June meeting, I asked you all to give me $3000.00. All voted “Yes”. The
purpose of this payoff is to cover the costs of keeping our guild stuff stored safely in
my backyard. I had no idea what that amount of money could accomplish, but I knew
I had my husband backing my play. He had agreed to giving up the space and
understood that he would be erecting the structure. He would build it, but he wouldn’t
buy it. He was more than fair. I started with a call to the city to see what the rules are.
As long as I stayed 3 feet from the edges, didn’t dig in to pour concrete, add power
and the structure didn’t exceed 200 square feet, they didn’t need to know or grant
permission.
Jean’s grandson Brad sells high-end sheds. We both knew his product exceeded our
budget, but he still shared his expertise in the form of free advice and an education
into what I did and didn’t want and what I could do. I settled on metal. Kits are
available in many sizes, but were completely out of stock in 200 sq. Ft ones across the
entire internet. Not willing to sacrifice a square inch, I purchased two 140 sq.ft. ones.
We placed them 3 feet apart, and followed all the rules.
John cleared all the brush in the appointed spot, chopped and cut out tree roots and
laid out and dug out 18 holes for the concrete bases to be in. The sloping yard
required some deep digging on the eastern edge. When all was square and level, he
built a floor. The sheds have footers a foot apart to handle any weight. He painted the
floors with porch paint before he called me to come join the crew.
We all know that I’m not built for construction. I did my work in a dress. My duties
were limited, but vital to the process. I opened the box and sorted the parts and
pieces, and laid them all out in numerical order. I read the instructions out loud, step
by step, as we reached that part of the process. I brought the next part and held
things still while he secured them. I was in charge of washers and essential in the
nutting of every bolt. My little fingers and long nails made it possible to access some
very tight spots. I used a wrench, climbed ladders, broke a sweat and two fingernails
and lost blood one bugful at a time. Assembly took many long, hot days. I’d say you
owe me, but there’s nothing you can feed me as a thank you treat. I expect many
hugs when it’s safe to share those again.
On the other hand, John gave us his whole summer. He’s fed so many mosquitos that
he carries Afterbite in his pocket and keeps band-aids close so a slip of focus or
function can be mitigated to prevent bleeding on our shed. There’s a clear tooth edge
on the brand burned into his arm from the hot saw blade he brushed against during
root removal. It may have been the last straw for his rotator cuff. He never stopped
and he never complained. We are still working out a ramp into the equipment shed to
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make for easy loom transfer. We all owe him BIG time. Y’all can’t thank him like I can.
Here’s what the guild can do.
His favorite fruit fillings are cherry and peach, and his vision of Heaven is a homemade
Angel Food cake. Please Don’t thank him all at the same time. He hates to throw such
things away and he only eats one dessert a day. My best idea is to take up a collection
to hire Debbie Swan and Sue Ingrassia to bake him something on a monthly basis. He’s
never been disappointed by anything those two have ever baked.
It took some magical math to achieve this, but the amazing folks at Lowes in
Willoughby made sure we made our budget. They helped me place the order and
delivered it up my drive using a 3 wheel tow-motor that could twirl. The total we spent
at Lowes was $2629.43. That left $380.00 for some incidentals after the initial
delivery: pea gravel, floor paint and roofing tar for the bottoms to keep out moisture
and some big anchoring bolts to lock it all together. We’re still finishing the second
shed, so I haven’t stopped to do all the final math, but I’m confident I didn’t blow the
budget.
September 2021

Money Business
Victoria Johnson-Parratt

For as long as I can remember, Jean Jackson was our guild treasurer. At some point
along the way, someone died or moved or something and I was asked to be the
second signature on the account. The bank required more than one signatory if we
wanted to be called a group. It required absolutely no effort on my part, so I agreed. I
bopped along diligently doing my job of nothing for years. Occasionally over the years,
I would be called upon to sign a check if she couldn’t attend some meeting or
workshop, but Jean always balanced or reconciled any numbers. I never wanted to be
a treasurer. I have little confidence that I can be trusted with math.
When Jean died, her daughter made sure to gather together and pass along the guild's
papers. I wrote a check to pay for our potluck pavilion rental in June and will write
another check to cover the rental of the same place for the upcoming September
meeting. At that meeting we must vote in our new treasurer. We have to have one,
and for reasons obvious to anyone who has met her, I propose Patty.
This is not a surprise to Patty, and she is ready, willing and able to take the job. Please
join me in voting her into the Treasurer's position in September. I’d be happy to
maintain my job as a silent second. I am well trained and willing in that capacity.
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PENELOPE’S Corner
Nancy Allman
Miriam planted an idea when she bemoaned the trials of her transparency, for one, and other weaver’s
mishaps and re-dos. I propose a column dedicated to relaying such challenges and victories over misthreadings, broken warp, and other screwed up messes. It might be good to get it o your chest and
convince our fellow weavers that they are not alone.
For me, it was the warping for the shadow weave workshop in March. How I doubled the entire warp is
clear to me now, but wasn’t until I started setting it in a raddle. Yikes, and the clock was ticking.
Unwind half from the warping board took many a winter evening. Winding the access back onto the
cones was a ‘swear fest’ if there ever was one. Plus I had ordered more yarn when I thought I was
running short. Will I use that overage to weave another shadow weave? Hmmmm.
Anyone else can feel free to ring in for the next newsletter. Penelope certainly was persistent. So are we.

Our Loaner Loom
Your CWG Librarian
Victoria
After decades of perfecting his 4 shaft loom design, Arling Brown finally made an 8
harness loom. It was tested and judged by the local weavers and deemed not quite
good enough. Suggestions were made for improvements. Their voices were heard and
Arling made one more. It was perfect. And then he died.
The failure came with my house. Jean had the final product. We agreed to keep the
failure for parts to service its more successful sibling. We revered both like holy relics
but no one but us remembered they existed. Neither loom felt more than a passing
touch in decades.
Now they are both together. They will share the most protected shed with other looms
and equipment belonging to the guild. The loom shed is closest to the ground and
driveway, allowing for the easiest possible access. There is no earthly reason the
perfect loom should be locked away untouched, so I propose a loaner program. We
add the loom to our other CWG loaner programs. You can now borrow books, reeds,
equipment and looms from our library. There’s even a spinning wheel. As long as you
put your hand on your heart and promise to revere and respect these great gifts we
have been given, I will happily trust you with the treasures. If you break your oath
and hurt this loom, I will not be happy and I know where you live.
We can work out the details together as needed. You will have to show me a real plan
for a project with your request, but no reasonable request will be dismissed. I slid it
into the back of my Subaru to bring it here, so it being a workshop loom is not out of
the realm of possibilities. First come, first served and reservations are required. I
currently have the only and final say in who borrows it when.
We HAVE NOT built a cart for it yet. We DO NOT do delivery. Plan accordingly. We hope
to have a proper ramp into the shed soon, but that phase of construction has not yet
7
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happened. Our plan is to be able to roll it in and out with minimal fuss and bother in the
very near future. The loom will still need some tlc and probable rehab after years of
slumber, so you have a little time to plan your own 8 harness project, even if you only
own a 4 shaft loom.

Lace Weaves

Victoria Johnson-Parratt
Gauze gets no respect. When I started down that long road of learning I was blessed to
have a library of information placed squarely in my hands. It was a small pile back then,
just one cart in the church basement. In order to bring order to it I had to go through
and understand the categories. General information could be alphabetical by author but
specific instructions needed to group together by weave structure type. I start the
breakdown simple with tabby, twill and lace. Plain weave is all tabby, but any other
structure using a tabby goes here too. Twills are a structured dance planned and played
out. When I got to the lace weaves I was very excited. I loved all the girly ribbon and
lace stuff. I wore lace. I wear lace. Then I realized what weavers called lace and was
confused and disappointed. I was okay with the fabric as presented but it wasn't the
lace I grew up with. I couldn't get myself excited or impressed by the samples as I didn't
understand the control required to make cloth with intentional holes.
I kept my disappointment mostly to myself and I genuflected at the altar of Atwater, but
the term always confused me. Now years later I have learned how my vision of lace is
created with bobbins. Knowing that I can and have bobbin woven a proper Plain Weave
scarf using fat yarn wound on hair curler bobbins hanging over a styrofoam cylinder, I
will argue that Bobbin lace is the true Lace Weaving. Controlling 4 threads at a time, I
make cloth. Sometimes it's really small and sometimes it's a warm scarf, but it's still
woven lace.
I know the venerable Ms. Atwater didn't do bobbin lace, so I forgive her choice of
designated term. She led the revival of modern American weaving as a business while
incorporating a worldwide knowledge base. She translated techniques from all over the
world and she needed to name some things. I can respect that. I’ve renamed some
things myself. I personally like the term "controlled hole" to describe the technique, but
that could turn out to be controversial.
As loom weavers, can we just call it Gauze?
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Bling and String Theory
Victoria Johnson-Parratt

I admit it. I have always been easily distracted by shiny objects. There are many things
I am willing to bend down and pick up from the ground to study and possibly keep.
Coins are keepers of course, marbles are a maybe, and I have only now matured
enough to leave the paper clips where they lay unless they display an unusual size,
shape or color. Monetary value is not the point. It’s the entertainment factor of such
unexpected gifts from the universe. I have shells from the sea shore and rocks from
the mountains in my home, which is close to neither of those places. I will buy a rock if
it’s pretty enough, but generally I pick up little stones as a souvenir of any places I’ve
enjoyed being that offer such an option. Slipped into a purse or pocket, but never
labeled as to the original location with dates or reference for specific remembrance I
know that finding a small stone among my otherwise indoor effects reminds me that I
was someplace else and I liked it. It’s a good, warm remembrance and I see no reason
to let go.
It turns out, that kind of thing is built into our base. Deep down in our DNA, we are
hardwired to hoard. 200,000 years ago, before pottery or pockets, before we
developed any skills beyond survival, we collected pretty useless things. Archeologists
are fascinated by it.
Clam shells found in South Africa and at the Misliya Cave in Israel date back to
between 240,000 and 160,000 years ago. There were no perforations or holes to
suggest they were hung on anything as jewelry, but they were there miles away from
where they started suggesting that some Paleolithic person put them there. At another
cave in Israel called Qafzeh dated 92,000 BP using thermoluminescence, 5 shells with
red ocher were found that did have holes. Scientists did many tests to determine that
the holes in those shells had naturally occurred in the water, but that wear patterns
around the holes suggested that they had been strung for display “on flaxen thread”.
Jayne Wilkins university of Brisbane reports in Nature magazine of her progress and
discoveries at the Ga-Mohana Hill North Rockshelter in Africa's Kalahari Desert. Digging
through the rock strata they have determined to be undisturbed for 105 thousand
years they found a small collection of other things that weren't naturally from there.
The team has discovered ostrich egg shells. The large bird is not native to the
neighborhood, so it must have been intentionally brought. An egg is easy enough to
carry to a dinner destination and there are many logical uses for it past the initial
eating. They weren’t too surprised to find pieces, but were startled to see some had
bore holes neatly drilled through. They see no reason for that much effort if those
doing it hadn't figured out how to make string. Maybe our ancestors used the string to
secure animal hides into protective outerwear, giving birth to the entire fashion
industry. But it seems more likely that they started to develop the skill on an easier
project. I presume that long before we wore clothes we adorned ourselves in ostrich
shell jewelry. Farther north, the fashion was natural hole nautical. In the development
of things, it was necklaces before knickers.
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At the Ga-Mohana Hill North Rockshelter the team also found somebody’s rock
collection. These are calcite crystals, only found naturally miles and miles away. Small
unworked bits, none over an inch, they are still glossy and smooth and lightly opaque.
While hunting and gathering for our lives with all hands full of survival issues covering
offense and defense, some homo sapien carried back to the cave a handful of pretty. I
just know they sat and stared and turned them over and over. They rubbed the soft
smoothness against their thumb. They watched the rain change them and held them
out to shine in the sun. People who study crystal energy have always said that calcite
crystals have a healing power, maybe the small collection made them feel good. There
is no other value, no other reason to want to keep them except that they are pretty. I
have a calcite crystal or two, so I can relate to this possible ancient relative. Maybe
that was the start of money, and whoever held that small worthless handful was the
richest person on earth, 105,000 years ago.
The earliest direct evidence of string is a 50,000-year-old cord fragment found in the
Abri du Maras cave, formerly a Neanderthal neighborhood in southeastern France.
They lived there in the sometime between 90,000 and 42,000 years ago, and moved
out a long time ago, but the small bit of string stayed put to testify that their spinning
skills existed. Now indirect evidence suggests that between 250,000 and 100,000
years ago, somebody in the old neighborhood in Africa figured it out first. For the next
90 thousand years, the thread spread in every possible direction. We traded, bartered,
fought and formed family alliances before finally settling in to build houses and grow
our own food between 12,000 and 10,000 years ago.
There is no proof that we figured out basket making before 12,000 years ago, so if we
kept it, we carried it. Maybe we had to stop wandering around and settle down in one
place so we'd have a safe place to keep our jewelry baskets and our rock collections.
4/7/21

Taquile: Where manliness is based on knitting
For nearly 500 years, men on this tiny Peruvian island have attracted partners by
knitting elaborate Andean hats.
This wonderful article starts:
“Alejandro Flores Huatta was born on the 1,300-person island, which is located on the
Peruvian side of Lake Titicaca, a three-hour boat ride from the nearest city of Puno. The
67-year-old learned how to knit the iconic chullo (a tall, floppy Andean hat) as a child,
with his older brother and grandfather teaching him by using the thorns of a cactus as
knitting needles.”
https://www.bbc.com/travel/article/20210831-taquile-where-manliness-is-based-onknitting

Taquile: Where women count, too
https://weavearealpeace.org/amigos-de-taquile/
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WEAVE A REAL PEACE
The guild maintains a membership is this organization. You can access it using
Jean J’s email address and the PW: Cuyahogaweaversguild2018. The “C” is
capitalized. Check out their blog at https://weavearealpeace.org/blog/

Weave a Real Peace

Upcoming Events

Continuing Textile Traditions: The Peace Corps Experience in Africa
September 18, 2021 at 1 pm Eastern
Zoom Registration will be sent out soon!
WARP Textile Raffle
Ticket sales will be open September 19 – October 2
More information available soon!
Continuing Textile Traditions: India
October 16, 2021 at 1 pm EasternZo
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Debbie Swan Shares

Hope everyone is
weaving. Or at least
thinking about it. I
am looking forward to
starting another
project. The one I
have in mind is a
triple weave wool
blanket. I did a triple
weave tablecloth that
did not work out as I
think some of you
may remember, so I
am determined to get
it right this time. My
problem with the first
one was the material
I used and putting it
on my Cranbrook
loom.
These pictures are a
few of the items I
entered in the lorain
county fair.
I was pretty excited
with the results
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Shadow Weave Chapter Two
Debbie Swan

Here are the shadow weave samples from another workshop I took. Now all are with a shadow
weave threading. Not all are threadled as shadow weave. I was playing around with the other
one. Like using a third or forth color, using 8/4 cotton with 8/2 in the weft, used boucle in one.
One was dark light in weft, then switch to light dark in weft.
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MEMBER BIO Miriam Lidsky
Joan Horwich

Miriam Lidsky began weaving when she was in college studying to become an
occupational therapist. A program requirement was to learn all of the crafts. She
studied pottery, jewelry making and fiber arts. She fell in love with sewing and was
sewing all of her own clothing in 1953.
Miriam taught fashion merchandizing and design at Ursuline College for several years.
She got her 1st loom in the late 50s from Mt Sinai Hospital where she worked as an OT
- They used her in the psych ward. Miriam learned that weaving appeals to people with
psychiatric problems and men.
When they closed the department at Mt. Sinai, she borrowed the loom and then
eventually purchased one of her own.
Miriam has two favorite weave structures. She loves summer/winter and twills.
She feels that twills are the most versatile weave structures of all.
Miriam went thru a period of time when she wove only talit.
The first one that she wove was made of fine wool- but it was too warm in the fall. She
then began weaving them in silk.
Miriam's favorite fibers to weave are either silk or wool.
Her least favorite is linen. She says that linen has it’s own opinion
She has had the same linen warp on the loom for several years. This is the linen that
she inherited from a dead weaver
She is now attempting a new transparency and has a couple of inches completed. Even
though she has had lots of difficulty weaving this warp and threatens to cut it off the
loom, she still persists.
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Leslie shares a new home view

Here is a photo in our new house. The Table is Amish made. I’ve been using a table runner
that I made a few years back. But recently at a garage sale, I found this Asian made
runner and I use it as a topper. Don’t you agree that they look great together?!!!
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Shadow Weave Workshop
Nancy Allman
March, 2020 kept a number of our members busy learning shadow weave under Susan
Conover’s excellent instruction. It was a Zoom workshop, a new format for many of us.
We Zoomed; we wove; we learned; we were happy to be connected. We share our
results.

Nora Eason

Sherri Gittinger
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Joan Horwitz

Joan Funk
Susan writes:
”It was a pure pleasure to teach the Shadow Weave workshop in March for the Cuyahoga Weavers!
I was pleasantly surprised at the skill level of each and every participant. I certainly hope everyone
took in “new” information such as how to square your work, beating properly (open or closed
shed) or just plain old having fun with color interactions. Keep up the good work weavers.”
Nancy writes:
I sure learned a bundle. Working with fine yarn represents a challenge for me. Learning to respect
ppi and work to achieve a reliable ppi took some time. I loved seeing each section appear.
Working to square will take some more time on that point. ( I can spot the sections where I had to
extend the repeats in order to achieve the square). I was also surprised to learn that the shadow
effect is really driven by the light color—not the other way around as in drawing and shading. A bit
of a miracle happened as my selvedge skill improved.
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Patty Hridel

World’s Rarest Textile is Made From the Silk of One Million
Spiders
BY spiders???

“In 2009, what is believed to be the world’s largest and rarest piece of cloth made entirely
from the silk of the golden silk orb-weaver was exhibited at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York. It is said to be the “only large piece of cloth made from natural
spider silk existing in the world today.” It is a breathtaking textile and the story of its
creation is fascinating”
Check it out at:
https://www.ancient-origins.net/artifacts-other-artifacts/world-s-rarest-textile-made-silkone-million-spiders-009010
Ancient Origins has a ton of articles about silk, and more.
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NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENT from OTHER GUILDS
NEW EVENTS AT WEBS
https://www.yarn.com/categories/weaving-classes
Sherri Gittinger shared Web’s spring classes in the last issue. So here is a link to their
fall offerings.

The Peninsula Art Academy
Carole Adams Fiber Instructor

Please come to The Peninsula Art Academy to see our current fiber show. It is up until
October 3. we are open weekends 11-5 and other times by request
Contact caroladams@en.com or to check if we're open call 330-657-2248.
We are looking for a spinning instructor. We are located at 1600 west
Mill St Peninsula. OH 44264
We have 10 looms in our weaving studio and have class every Saturday
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JOAN’S GALLERY AND BRAINSTORM FOR A NEWSLETTER
FEATURE
Joan Horwich
This is a tencel/bamboo clasped warp cowl woven on my rigid heddle loom.

I was thinking that it would be nice to catch up with one another by “spotlighting”
a di erent member in each newsletter. The person spotlighted would then choose
the member for the next month. It would be terri c, if the rst member could
interview the person they choose and then send the interview to Nancy to post. If
that is not possible, I would be happy to help with this.
So, I’ll go rst.

Hi - I’m Joan Horwich, the daughter of Rose Rubin, who was very active in this guild
for many years. I began weaving when my mother was 89 years old and had parted
with the majority of her looms, equipment, and ber. I am still a beginning weaver
and learning quite a bit from Jane Sta ord’s on line course. Through this, I am
exploring a number of 4 shaft weave structures. I now own four oor looms, a rigid
heddle loom and an inkle loom and am interested in pursuing spinning.
I can’t wait to see all of you in person.
Joan

Ancient Chinese Proverb

“An invisible thread
connects those
who are destined
to meet, regardless
of time, place and
circumstances. The
thread may stretch
or tangle. But it
will never break.”
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Officers and
Committee
Chairs
2021 - 2022
President:
Bobbie Shafer
Secretary
Joan Horwich

Fall. 2021

Publicity:
A great place to
volunteer!

Contributors
Fall Issue
Issue 135

Study Group
Facilitator:
Patty Hridel

Carol Adams
Nancy Allman
Leslie Alperin
Victoria Johnson-Parratt
Joan Horwich
Patty Hridel
Bobbie Shafer
Debbie Swan

ActingTreasurer:
Victoria Johnson-Parratt

Programs 2021 - 2022
Victoria JohnsonParratt
Bobbie Shafer

Newsletter:
Nancy Allman

Programs 2022-2023
Consider volunteering

Membership:
Victoria
Johnson-Parratt

Exhibition Committee
Bobbie Shafer
Jean Jackson
Nancy Allman
Victoria JohnsonParratt
Ele Richardson
Patty Hridel

Librarian:
Victoria
Johnson-Parratt
Card Correspondent:
Ele Richardson
Web Mistress:
Victoria et al
Hospitality:
Debbie Swan
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Nominating
Committee
A great place to
volunteer

DEADLINE FOR FALL
NEWSLETTER IS
December 1 , 2021
Submit to:
newsletter@cuyahogaweave
rsguild.com

Weaver’s Honor Hall
Rose Rubin
Elly Rose
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ABOUT CWG
The Cuyahoga Weavers Guild of Cleveland, Ohio is an organization open to all weavers, spinners
and any others interested in textiles and fibers.
The Guild’s calendar year is September through June. Meetings are held the third
Thursday of the month via ZOOM or in person as Covid practices allow. Please refer to the Program
calendar and descriptions.
Dues are $25.00 per year, payable at the September meeting or by mail to the
Treasurer Patty Hridel at 17592 Lakesedge Tr, Chagrin Falls, OH 44023.
If you are unable to attend meetings or workshops but would like to receive the newsletters, you
may subscribe for. $12.50 per year.
For more information about the Guild, please contact Bobbie Shafer at 440-954-2866 or
shaferbobbie66@gmail.com
Look for us online at http://cuyahogaweaversguild.com. The newsletter is published three times a
year in the fall, winter and spring.
Please send newsletter content to newsletter@cuyahogaweaversguild.com. Deadline for the CWG
fall edition is December 1, 2021.

Deborah Silver
The Technique of Split-shed Weaving update
https://mailchi.mp/dc4c03e2e6ce/split-shed-double-weave-variations?e=22b0b107cd

MEMBERSHIP
JOIN US
Membership Renewal
NAME:______________________________________________
ADDRESS:__________________________________________
____________________________________________________
PHONE:____________________________________________
MOBILE:____________________________________________
EMAIL:______________________________________________
Return payment to Patty Hridel
17592 Lakesedge Trail, Chagrin Falls, OH 44023 payable to Cuyahoga Weavers Guild
Check here if this information is new___________
Regular membership for $25.00 _______Or newsletter only membership for $12.50________
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